Please review the risks associated with the use of the Portal Tkeycoin before you accept the
Agreement to use the Portal Tkeycoin .
Notification of risks associated with acceptance
Agreements for the use of the portal Tkeycoin
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By purchasing a Digital asset TCD, the User fully recognizes the degree of risks associated with
digital assets:
• DIGITAL ASSET TCD do not have legal status, scope, appearance, functions, or characteristics
other than those provided by the Portal Tkeycoin and Agreement for use of the Portal Tkeycoin .
• PURCHASE OF A DIGITAL ASSET TCD
Any price and / or other amounts paid for a Digital asset by TCD are non-refundable. Such purchases
cannot be cancelled or refunded in any other way. The user (Buyer) acknowledges that he
understands and agrees that there is a risk of loss of any paid amounts.
* The user (Buyer) acknowledges that he / she understands and agrees that the digital asset of
the TCD has no real value that could be calculated or expressed in any material equivalent. Property
value can be determined only on a voluntary basis between the Parties and third parties by
agreement.
* The owner of the Portal reserves the right to refuse or cancel requests for the purchase of a
Digital asset of TCD at any time in its sole discretion.
* Digital assets of TCD will be distributed among Users (Buyers) in accordance with the Agreement on
the use Of the portal Tkeycoin (Public offer).
* None of the Parties does not give any promises or warranties, Express or implied, including, without
limitation, any guarantees of the right of ownership or the implied warranties of commercial use or
europrogetti in respect of Digital assets Tkeycoin (TCD) and their usefulness.
* None of the Parties Tkeycoin does not represent or warrant that the process of buying or receiving
a Digital asset Tkeycoin (TCD) will be uninterrupted or error-free or that the Digital assets Tkeycoin
(TCD) reliable and do not contain errors. Thus, the User (Buyer) acknowledges and understands that
He / she may not receive digital assets of Tkeycoin (TCD) and lose the entire amount he / she paid to
the Portal Owner.
Please read carefully all the risks described in this document If You have any questions, please
contact the Owner of the Portal.
1. This notice of the risks associated with the acceptance of the Agreement to use the portal
Tkeycoin (Public offer) (hereinafter – the Notification) should not be considered as investment
advice.
2. The notice is not an offer to sell a Digital asset to TCD.
3. The owner of the Portal (TKEY DMCC) is not responsible for any direct or indirect losses that have
arisen directly or indirectly as a result of the User's use of information specified in the Notification.
4. The user of the Portal understands that acceptance of the Agreement on the use of the platform
Tkeycoin (Public offer) involves a lot of risks, including but not limited to the risks set out in the
Notification.
5. The contribution is not an investment. The owner of the Portal (TKEY DMCC) does not guarantee
that the fee paid by the User should meet any investment expectations of the User.

4. The fee does not provide ownership of the Portal Tkeycoin or the right to control the activities of
the Portal Owner (TKEY DMCC).
5. The user confirms that by making a contribution to the owner of the Portal, the User does so
voluntarily and not for speculative, investment or financial purposes.
6. Payment does not confirm the User's right to a share in the company of the Owner of the Portal
(TKEY DMCC ) or the right to control Portal Tkeycoin.
7. The fee does not confirm the right to control, manage or make decisions on the Tkeycoin Portal.
8. The user is aware of the risk of loss of access to the Portal Tkeycoin, in connection with the loss of
credentials to the Portal Tkeycoin, in connection with the provision by the User of third party access
to the Portal Tkeycoin.
9. Access to the Portal Tkeycoin is only possible using the credentials to log on to the Portal.
10. Lost User credentials to log on to the Portal Tkeycoin not be reversed if any third parties have
access to the credentials of the User may dispose the User's credentials.
11. The Tkeycoin portal is not protected from hacker attacks by third parties, which may result in loss
of access to the personal account or the Portal on the side of one or more Partners.
12. Cryptocurrency is characterized by high volatility of the exchange rate, which can lead to the fact
that the new cryptocurrency can become worthless at any time.
13. At the moment, blockchain technology is not regulated in most countries of the world, but the
situation may change later.
14. The user understands that it is his responsibility to monitor the legal status of the blockchain and
assess whether the use of the blockchain complies with his personal law.
15. The user is fully responsible for the consequences of violation of the applicable legislation,
including judicial and administrative prosecution.
16. The legal status of cryptocurrencies is not fixed in most countries of the world. In some countries,
the use of cryptocurrencies is prohibited at the legislative level or de facto.
17. The user independently determines whether the use of cryptocurrencies corresponds to his
personal law and is fully responsible for the consequences of violation of the applicable legislation,
including judicial and administrative prosecution.
18. Users agree that the use of information and materials posted on the portal Tkeycoin on an "as is",
that is, in the form in which they are presented, at their own risk.
19. After the increase of Users On the portal Tkeycoin, it is assumed that alternative networks, sites,
Portals using the information underlying the Portal Tkeycoin will appear.
20. It is possible that the portal Tkeycoin will not use a large number of Users. Lack of interest can
affect Portal Tkeycoin and, accordingly, the Portal Tkeycoin may not match User expectations.
21. The Tkeycoin portal is under development and may undergo significant changes.
22. The owner of the Portal (TKEY DMCC) does not guarantee that any form and functionality Of the
portal Tkeycoin and related information will meet any expectations of Users.
23. The owner of the Portal is not responsible for the loss of the User's access to the personal
account and the Digital asset of the TCD located on it through the user's fault, including due to a

technical failure, an error or infection of the User's equipment with a computer virus, as well as the
loss or disclosure of The user's private key
24. Cryptocurrency and cryptographic tokens are new and untested technologies. In addition to the
risks outlined above, there are unforeseen risks.
25. The user (Buyer) acknowledges and understands that the funds collected on the distribution Of
digital assets of Tkeycoin (TCD) will be used by the Company to develop the platform Tkeycoin ,
marketing campaigns, strategic actions and at its own discretion.
26. The current version is always available on the webpage at
https://tkeycoin.com/assets/static/downloads/risk_disclosure.pdf
Details Of The Owner Of The Portal:
TKEY DMCC
United Arab Emirates, Dubai, DMCC Business Centre, Level No 1, Jewellery & Gemplex 3,
Unit No: 4073
E-mail address for communication on issues related to the use of the Portal: support@tkeycoin.com
Claims and legal issues: law-department@tkey.biz

